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ABSTRACT
Relating Naturalistic Global Positioning System (GPS) Driving Data
with Long-Term Safety Performance of Roadways
James Michael Loy
This thesis describes a research study relating naturalistic Global Positioning
System (GPS) driving data with long-term traffic safety performance for two classes of roadways. These two classes are multilane arterial streets and limited access highways. GPS driving data used for this study was collected from 33 volunteer drivers from July 2012 to March 2013. The GPS devices used were custom
GPS data loggers capable of recording speed, position, and other attributes at an
average rate of 2.5 hertz.
Linear Referencing in ESRI ArcMAP was performed to assign spatial and other
roadway attributes to each GPS data point collected. GPS data was filtered to
exclude data with high horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP), incorrect heading
attributes or other GPS communication errors.
For analysis of arterial roadways, the Two-Fluid model parameters were chosen
as the measure for long-term traffic safety analysis. The Two-Fluid model was
selected based on previous research which showed correlation between the
Two-Fluid model parameters n and Tm and total crash rate along arterial roadways. Linearly referenced GPS data was utilized to obtain the total travel time
and stop time for several half-mile long trips along two arterial roadways, Grand
Avenue and California Boulevard, in San Luis Obispo. Regression between log
transformed values of these variables (total travel time and stop time) were used
to derive the parameters n and Tm. To estimate stop time for each trip, a vehicle
“stop” was defined when the device was traveling at less than 2 miles per hour.
Results showed that Grand Avenue had a higher value for n and a lower value
for Tm, which suggests that Grand Avenue may have worse long-term safety performance as characterized by long-term crash rates. However, this was not verified with crash data due to incomplete crash data in the TIMS database. Analysis
of arterial roadways concluded by verifying GPS data collected in the California
Boulevard study with sample data collected utilizing a traditional “car chase”
methodology, which showed that no significant difference in the two data sources
existed when trips included noticeable stop times.
For analysis of highways the derived measurement of vehicle jerk, or rate of
change of acceleration, was calculated to explore its relationship with long-term
traffic safety performance of highway segments. The decision to use jerk comes
from previous research which utilized high magnitude jerk events as crash surrogate, or near-crash events. Instead of using jerk for near-crash analysis, the
measurement of jerk was utilized to determine the percentage of GPS data observed below a certain negative jerk threshold for several highway segments.
These segments were ¼-mile and ½-mile long. The preliminary exploration was
conducted with 39 ¼-mile long segments of US Highway 101 within the city limits
of San Luis Obispo. First, Pearson’s correlation coefficients were estimated for
iv

rate of ‘high’ jerk occurrences on these highway segments (with definitions of
‘high’ depending on varying jerk thresholds) and an estimate of crash rates
based on long-term historical crash data. The trends in the correlation coefficients as the thresholds were varied led to conducting further analysis based on
a jerk threshold of -2 ft./sec3 for the ¼-mile segment analysis and -1 ft./sec3 for
the ¼-mile segment analysis. Through a negative binomial regression model, it
was shown that utilizing the derived jerk percentage measure showed a significant correlation with the total number of historical crashes observed along US
Highway 101. Analysis also showed that other characteristics of the roadway, including presences of a curve, presence of weaving (indicated by the presence of
auxiliary lanes), and average daily traffic (ADT) did not have a significant correlation with observed crashes. Similar analysis was repeated for 19 ½-mile long
segments in the same study area, and it was found the percentage of high negative jerk metric was again significant with historical crashes. The ½-mile negative
binomial regression for the presence of curve was also a significant variable;
however the standard error for this determination was very high due to a low
sample size of analysis segments that did not contain curves.
Results of this research show the potential benefit that naturalistic GPS driving
data can provide for long-term traffic safety analysis, even if data is unaccompanied with any additional data (such as live video feed) collected with expensive
vehicle instrumentation. The methodologies of this study are repeatable with
many GPS devices found in certain consumer electronics, including many newer
smartphones.
Keywords: Naturalistic driving, Two-Fluid model, network performance, driver
behavior, traffic safety, global positioning systems
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I. INTRODUCTION
While transportation engineers design roadways to meet specific standards for
traffic safety, certain roadway conditions still contribute to the rise of unsafe locations for drivers. For many agencies, the traditional method to identify these unsafe locations relies on historical traffic crash data. Using the measure of traffic
crashes, however, has the disadvantage of taking long periods of time to collect
before any trends in traffic safety can be made.
Recent research efforts, however, have sought to identify better and more efficient methods to identify hazardous driving conditions and locations. The utilization of detailed naturalistic driving data, such as the 100-Car Study performed by
the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (Neale, 2005), has begun to shift research towards searching for abnormal driving events that cause near-collisions
or events that have the potential to cause a vehicle collision. These events, otherwise known as crash surrogates or crash conflicts, have the potential to
strengthen traditional traffic safety analysis methods by identifying areas of high
crash potential before crashes actually occur (Hauer, 1996). Crash surrogate
events are also advantageous in the regard that they are more common; meaning that analysis with crash surrogates can be performed over significantly shorter durations of time.
The concept of crash surrogates is easy to comprehend but it often harder to
identify these events within larger data sources. Many naturalistic driving studies,
such as the 100-Car Study, utilize high-end video cameras and motion sensors
that require detailed analysis and are impractical to recommend for large scale
1

studies over multiple areas.
These naturalistic driving studies performed for the identification of surrogate
events can help researchers to understand various attributes of traffic incidents.
However, naturalistic driving studies can also provide other valuable information
for a variety of other transportation models and studies. This includes research in
the field of long-term traffic safety analysis. This study focused on collecting and
utilizing naturalistic driving data obtained from Global Positioning System (GPS)
devices for the purpose of improving traditional traffic safety methodologies for
various types of transportation facilities, including arterial roadways and highways. The research associated with this study used the following steps:
1. Conduct preliminary literature review to determine appropriate parameters that indicate long-term traffic safety performance for highway
and arterial roadways.
2. Enlist participants to serve as volunteer drivers via an online screening survey that solicits personal and driving information. Cluster individuals into groups and select top candidates based on driving frequency and other factors.
3. Select a GPS device capable of recording driving data at a rate suitable for analysis.
4. Collect GPS driving data from selected participants over two-week periods with GPS devices. Assemble a complete data set with driving
data from selected participants and assign each driver a random iden2

tification code to assure participant confidentiality.
5. Process and filter the GPS data in ArcMap by identifying and removing erroneous data. Utilize linear referencing in ArcMap to match attributes of GPS driving data with set attributes of traveled roadways.
6. For each trip on selected arterial roadways, employ ArcMap to obtain
Two-Fluid model parameters from travel time and stop time. Comment
on the results of the analysis and the validity of this data for Two-Fluid
model analysis.
7. Determine the best measurement to use for long-term traffic safety
analysis on highway segments with GPS data.
8. Compare trends seen in measurements from GPS driving data and
historical crash rates to determine if statistical links exists.
This thesis is organized into six chapters, including this introductory Chapter 1.
The following chapter, Chapter 2, provides a literature review of naturalistic driving studies and previous research findings. Chapter 3 describes the data collection and processing methodologies of this research, including specific information
about the GPS devices and the cleaning methods utilized. Chapter 4 discusses
the specific results for arterial roadways including the parameters of the TwoFluid model. Chapter 5 describes the methodology and results of examining the
rate of occurrence of high jerk (the rate of change of acceleration) as a measure
on highway segments. Chapter 6 concludes the research and suggests future
research topics relating to the GPS data and the research methods of this study.
3

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter reviews previous studies from the literature relevant to this research. The literature review is divided into two sections. The first section is a
summary the Two-Fluid model, which is a traffic flow model utilized for analysis
of arterial roadways in this study. This section also includes previous findings and
research relating the Two-Fluid model to traffic safety performance. The second
section is a discussion of recent naturalistic driving studies, and some of the corresponding literature that has been published relating to traffic safety. This literature review shows previous work performed related to this study and also identify
gaps in the literature that exist.
TWO-FLUID MODEL
Explanatory Studies
Herman and Prigogine formally introduced the Two-Fluid model in 1979 as a
method that could quantify the quality of traffic flow on urban traffic networks.
(Williams, 1996) The model is a macroscopic flow model that views traffic flow in
a network as a collection of vehicles in one of two states, or fluids; stopped or
running. The development of the Two-Fluid model was an extension of previous
work formulated during earlier vehicle kinematic theories for multiple lane traffic
performed by Herman and Prigogine (1971). To derive the Two-Fluid model, researchers investigated a wide variety of parameters relating to vehicle flow within
a network, including average speed, stopped time, and speed distribution functions, from previous data collected data for multiple cities. It was consistently observed that the variables of travel time per unit and stopped time per unit in the
4

network (caused by traffic jams, stop lights) had a positive linear relationship
where total travel time increased as a linear function of stopped time. Herman
and Prigogine first verified the linear relationship observed in each data set by
finding the values of the two linear coefficients, A and B, and a correlation coefficient for each data set. Results of the analysis showed that the estimates for A
and B varied for different data sets but the correlation coefficients remained high
in each dataset.
Using two assumptions about traffic flow, Herman and Prigogine then discussed
the possibility of two parameters that emerged from the data that could be used
for analysis of traffic networks, n and Tm. The first assumption came from their
prior work in which they stated that the average running speed in a street network was proportional to the fraction of vehicles moving in it. The second assumption was stated that the fractional stop time of a test vehicle circulation in a
network was equal to the average fraction of the vehicles stopped during the
same period. At the time of writing, Herman and Prigogine could not verify the
second assumption but later work (Ardekani and Herman, 1987) helped to verify
the assumptions and made the Two-Fluid model valid.
The parameters n and Tm were determined by Herman and Prigogine to represent qualities of the network. The parameter Tm designated the average minimum travel trip time in a given network. Therefore this Tm value represented the
average time among multiple trips in which no traffic or stopping was encountered in the network. The parameter n was perceived to be a measure of how
susceptible a particular network was to traffic congestion due to increased vehi5

cle demand. The linear interpretation of the Two-Fluid parameters is that the parameter n represents the slope of a trend line plotted on a time stopped versus
time travel plot, and that Tm represents the y-axis intercept. Based on this linear
definition, the value of n must be greater than zero and Tm must be a positive
value. (Herman and Prigogine, 1979)
The data collection method utilized by Herman and Prigogine and other data
sources was collected using a “car chase” methodology. In this, researchers followed randomly selected subject vehicles within a defined network of streets.
With this car chase methodology, researches were instructed follow to a randomly selected vehicle until that vehicle parked, drove out of the subject area, or performed an unsafe maneuver. During the chase, observations on total travel time
per unit measure, total running time per unit measure, and total stopped time per
unit measure were recorded. The typical unit of measure for initial Two-Fluid testing ranged from 1 kilometer to 2 miles. Typically this procedure required two researchers in the chase vehicle.
Since the development of the Two-Fluid model, many other studies have been
have been conducted in various cities to show that the Two-Fluid model parameters can be used to characterize urban street networks (Herman and Ardekani,
1984; Ardekani and Herman 1987; Ardekani et al. 1985). Table 1 created by Lee
et al. (2005) summarized the results obtained from the Two-Fluid parameters
from various studies conducted by various researches over the past 30 years.

6

Table 1. Two-Fluid Model Parameters in Literature
Tm (min/mile)

n

R2

Austin

1.78

1.65

0.78

Dallas

1.97

1.48

0.80

Houston

2.70

0.80

0.63

San Antonio

2.01

1.49

0.84

Milwaukee

1.59

1.41

0.81

London

1.93

3.02

0.97

Melbourne

1.74

1.41

0.95

Sydney

1.85

1.68

0.88

Brussels

1.26

2.76

0.92

Seoul Kangnam

2.17

0.90

0.69

City

Source: Lee et al. (2005)
While the Two-Fluid model is a popular model based on its ease of implementation and use, the parameters Tm and n can be sometimes overlooked in analysis.
A large portion of research relating to the Two-Fluid model has been dedicated to
further understand the various attributes that affect the model and to what extent
the parameters can be impacted. Herman et al. (1988) aimed to investigate the
impact that extreme driver behavior had on the results of the Two-Fluid parameters obtained. As part of this study, the traditional car chase methodology was
utilized within the cities of Austin, Texas, and Roanoke, Virginia. With this research, however, multiple car chase periods were performed with varying instructions pertaining to how aggressively the researchers should drive. Three car
chase runs were performed for each network, one collection period with normal
driving, one period with conservative driving and one period with aggressive driving. In theory, more aggressive driving would result in lower values for Tm. Re7

sults of the analysis showed that driver aggressiveness does have a significant
impact on Two-Fluid model obtained. From the Austin dataset it was also observed that the linear trend lines in aggressive and conservative driving tend to
converge at a single point with a high stopped time. This suggests that the n value for aggressive driving was higher compared to conservative driving behavior.
Other research has studied effects of the Two-Fluid parameters caused by geometric and operational differences in networks. Table 1 compiled by Dixit et al.
(2011) summarizes the various geometric and operational differences between
various networks, and their respective correlation with the Two-Fluid model parameters n and Tm.
Table 2. Sign of Correlation between Network Features and Two-Fluid
Model Parameters
Factor

Tm

n

Signal Density

+

-

Average Speed Limit

-

-

Fraction of approaches with signal progression

-

Average number of lanes per street

-

-

Fraction of one way streets

+

+

Fraction with actuated signals

-

Average block lengths

+

Average cycle length

-

+

Source: Dixit et al. (2011)
Lee et al. (2005) sought to investigate the impact that weather changes would
have on Two-Fluid model parameters. To investigate this impact, researches collected Two-Fluid model in the metropolitan area of Seoul, South Korea before
and after a snowing event occurred. Using statistical tests to determine the im-
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pact of the snowing event, researchers found that both Tm and n significantly increased after the snowing event and did not return to normal values until three
days after the event occurred. Researchers did not perform the analysis for any
other type of weather event.
The Two-Fluid model has also been utilized by researchers to perform before
and after analysis for particular network areas. One of the more recent studies
conducted by Vo et al. (2007) investigated Two-Fluid parameters from calibrated
models from two cities from two separate time periods before and after major improvements were made to the network. The results of the analysis differed with
each city. Results for the city of Arlington, Texas showed that no significant
changes in Two-Fluid parameters were observed despite improvements made to
network.
Jones and Farhat (2004) sought to validate the assumption that the Two-Fluid
model could be applied for analysis on individual arterial roadways, and not just
entire network-wide scale. Utilizing data collected from two arterial roadways in
Omaha, Nebraska, researchers proved that the Two-Fluid parameters are effective in assessing the quality of traffic between different arterial streets, over varying time periods on the same arterial roadway, or on separate portions of an arterial street. Researches believed this finding could mean that the Two-Fluid model
parameters could possible act as a measure of effectiveness (MOE) to rate various traffic engineering projects.

9

Studies relating to Traffic Safety
Dixit et al. (2011) sought to utilize the traditional Two-Fluid model parameters for
the purpose of traffic safety analysis. Utilizing the car chase methodology, researchers collected data to obtain Two-Fluid parameters from 8 arterial roadways
in the downtown Orlando, Florida. By calculating crash rates from crash information obtained from the Florida Crash Analysis and Reporting (CAR) database,
researches determined the correlation coefficients between the parameters of n
and Tm with crash rate of varying severity and type. Through the analysis it was
found that the parameter n had a positive significant correlation with rear end
crash rate and severe crash rate. The parameter Tm had a negative significant
correlation with rear end crash rate and severe crash rate. Researchers suggest
further that while this type of research could be used as a surrogate to help
shorten the period required for traffic safety analysis, more research would need
to be performed.
Studies utilizing GPS Data
Hong et al. (2005) sought to test the validity of using higher end GPS equipment
for the determination of Two-Fluid parameters. Using GPS equipment that
mounted to a vehicle’s control panel, researchers drove around the Kangnam
network in Seoul, Korea under normal weather conditions. GPS data collected
was recorded at a rate of 1 hertz (1 reading per second). A cut-off speed of 2 kilometer per hour was implemented by researchers in the data set to represent
when the vehicle was stopped. From a small sample size, researchers determined parameters n and Tm for 1.5 kilometer segments and compared them with
10

previous research in which these values were determined. The values from their
previous research and their GPS collected data varied slightly but the results
were deemed to be significantly similar. No further analysis utilizing the derived
Two-Fluid model parameters was performed by researchers.
NATURALISTIC DRIVING STUDIES
100-Car Study
The 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study was the first instrumented vehicle study
undertaken with the primary purpose of collecting large-scale naturalistic driving
data. (Neale et al., 2005). The study utilized high end instrumentation custom
made by Virginia Tech to be rugged, durable, expandable and un-obstructive to
participant drivers. The major component to the instrumentation was the data acquisition system (DAS) which contained a Pentium-based computer and a large
hard drive that could store weeks of driving data at a time. The DAS typically was
positioned in the rear trunk of the vehicle. Connected to the DAS was a series of
sensors that included accelerometers, a headway detection system, side obstacle detection sensors, and Doppler radar sensors installed on the front and rear
end of the vehicle. Also connected to the DAS was a set of five video cameras
that recorded various perspectives of the vehicle and driver. Through this instrumentation, researchers had a very strong understanding of not only what conditions drivers were exposed to at each instance but also information relating to the
state or actions of the driver during while driving.
As the name of the research would suggest, a total of 100 vehicles were
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equipped with the DAS and sensors. The majority of these vehicles (78 out of
100) were personal vehicles of the participants involved in the study. Due to the
large amount of custom made brackets that were required to equip vehicles with
the necessary instrumentation, only six models of passenger vehicles were seen
in the data set. A total of 109 primary drivers were included in this study, and data was also collected from 132 additional drivers who utilized the equipped vehicles during the study period. All primary participants were individuals who commuted into or out of the Northern Virginia / Washington DC area. Drivers were
both male and female, and were 18 years and older.
The total 100-car study recorded approximately 2,000,000 vehicle miles of data,
or the equivalent of 43,000 hours of data. While a total of 83 crashes occurred
during the data recording period, only 13 incidents had to be disregarded due to
feedback errors. Using a rough definitions of near-crash (a conflict situation requiring a rapid, severe evasive maneuver) and incident (conflict requiring an evasive maneuver but to a lower magnitude), early researchers identified a total of
761 near-crashes and 8295 incidents were present in the complete dataset.
Klauer et al. (2006) utilized the data collected from the 100-car study for further
analysis investigating risk associated with varying types of driver inattentiveness.
In this analysis, various types of driver distractions and driving conditions were
investigated. Utilizing near-crash, crash, and normal driving baseline data various
risks associated with different types of driver conditions and actions were calculated. Results showed that drowsiness behind the wheel resulted in a risk four to
six time higher relative to drivers who were alert. Results also showed that driv12

ers engaged in visually or manually complicated tasks (such as distraction from
an electronic device) were three times more likely to have a crash or near-crash
event occur. Researchers also showed that there are certain environmental conditions in which these factors are more dangerous. This list included intersections, wet roadways, and areas of high traffic density.
Further work by Guo et al. (2010) utilized the data from the 100-car study to determine the validity of determining near-crashes (crash surrogates) within naturalistic driving data for traffic safety analysis. The need to identify crash surrogates
from the 100-car study came as a result of the low number of observed accidents
seen in the total dataset. In this analysis, a near-crash event was defined as any
circumstance that requires rapid, evasive maneuver by the participant’s vehicle
or any other vehicle, pedestrian, bicyclist, or animal to avoid a crash. (Guo et al.
2010) The observed frequency of the near-crash was in the range of 10 to 15
times more prominent than crash events were. The major portion of the research
proved that there was a strong frequency relationship between crash and nearcrash events, and that there was no evidence to suggest that the causal mechanism between crash and near crash varies. Because of these findings, researchers state that within small sample size using near-crashes as surrogates can significantly improve the precision of crash estimation.
Bagdadi and Varhelyi (2012) sought to further utilize data from the 100-Car Study
to identify a new measure, critical jerk, for analysis of near-crash events. The
need for this type of analysis stems from the regard that the large amount of data
collected in the research takes a very long time to traditionally process. The re13

search was specifically aiming to more accurately identify near-crash events
compared to a previous definition of near-crash established by previous researchers that used longitudinal acceleration. The new methodology utilizing critical jerk was proven to perform 1.6 times more accurately compared to the previous longitudinal acceleration method. This research concluded that the measurement of critical jerk was capable of harsh breaking events and could also be
utilized for assessing higher risk drivers.
SHRP2
Currently in progress, the next major naturalistic driving study performed in the
United States is the Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2). The major
goals associated with SHRP2 are to gain increased knowledge of driver behavior
through naturalistic driving data. Through the observation of driver behavior, researchers hope to better understand how drivers interact with various driving
conditions, identify crash risk associated with driver’s interaction with various
conditions, and propose appropriate counter measures based on findings. The
instrumentation utilized in this research is similar in nature to the 100-car study,
including detailed sensor data and multiple video feeds of drivers. A total of 3,100
participants are included in the study, and a total of 1,950 instrumentation packages. The total study is expected to collect 3,900 vehicle-years of data from 6
study areas across the United States. The total dataset is expected to be over 1
petabyte (1 million gigabytes) of data. Aside from the significantly larger amount
of data being recorded with SHRP2, this new research will differ from the 100Car Study in that data is collected in multiple geographic areas with multiple
14

types of vehicles, including vans, sport utility vehicles, and pick-ups. (Campbell,
2010) While the majority of the data has currently been collected, little in terms of
analysis has been published at the time of this thesis.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This literature review shows previous work performed in this area and helps to
demonstrate some key elements unique to this research. For one, the major naturalistic driving studies performed require extensive vehicle instrumentation,
while this study simply requires GPS driving data obtainable from a variety of
sources. For the Two-Fluid model analysis, this research differentiates itself from
previous work by Hong et al. (2005) in the regard that this study utilized multiple
drivers with GPS devices that did not require affixing to the vehicle. With regards
to analysis of highway segments, this research differentiates itself from previous
work by Guo and colleagues (2010) due to the fact that identification or real-time
classification of individual near-crash events is not the goal of utilizing the measurement of vehicle jerk. This research, instead, uses the measurement of jerk to
determine which segments see higher percentages of higher jerk events and attempts to correlate this information with long-term traffic safety performance of
roadways.
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III. DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING
The data used for this study was collected from a naturalistic driving study performed in San Luis Obispo. All participants in the study were staff members from
Cal Poly. The total data collection period lasted from July 2012 to March 2013.
Each participant in the study was given a GPS device for their personal commute
vehicle for a period of approximately two weeks. While GPS data recorded continuously as the vehicle was in motion, this study focuses on a few selected
roadways within the city limits of San Luis Obispo. The selected roadways include two arterial roadways and an urban highway to demonstrate the applications of this data. This chapter further describes the study roadways of interest,
the GPS devices, the attributes of the participants of this study, and the data processing.
STUDY ROADWAYS
The particular roadways of interest in the research were selected based on the
large frequency of trips observed within the complete GPS dataset. The two arterial roadway of interest are California Boulevard and Grand Avenue. These arterial roadways are both multi-lane arterial roadways near Cal Poly. The highway
segment of interest is a 5-mile long section of US Highway 101 within the city limits of San Luis Obispo. Figure 1 shows the selected study areas for Grand Avenue and California Boulevard. Figure 2 shows the segment of US Highway 101 of
interest.
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California Blvd

Grand Ave
Figure 1. Arterial Segments of Interest: Grand Avenue and California
Boulevard

US Highway 101

Figure 2. Highway Segment of Interest: US Highway 101
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DATA COLLECTION AND PREPARATION
Participant Information
Driving participants in this study were all staff members of Cal Poly. Participants
were initially selected using an online screening questionnaire which solicited
both personal and driving information. Using information provided on the questionnaire, potential participants were segregated based on specific age groups,
typical route selections, and driving frequency. Selected participants were given
further information prior to their participation to verify they understood the GPS
devices, the information being recorded, and their rights. Participant confidentiality was guaranteed to the extent for which the law permitted.
Desirable participants for this study were individuals who commuted to Cal Poly
multiple times per week. A total of 33 participants were enlisted to serve as drivers in this study. These participants ranged in age from 25 to 55 years of age,
and included 23 female drivers and 10 male drivers. Participants lived in various
cities and communities within the counties of San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara. Figure 3 below shows a histogram of the various home locations of drivers for
which they typically commuted to and from.
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Figure 3. Histogram of Participant Residences

As stated before, each participant kept the GPS device in their vehicle for a period of two complete weeks. Participants were asked to refrain from allowing other
individuals to drive their vehicle during the two week period. Participants were
given no additional instructions relating to their style of driving or the routes they
selected.
GPS Device Information
The OHARARP SD GPS Data Logger V3.15 (data logger) was selected as the
GPS device to collect data in this study. A total of ten GPS data loggers were
purchased and employed for data collection. These GPS units were manufactured by OHARARP, LLC and were selected for use in this study because of their
ease of implementation, user friendly interface, and sufficient battery life. One
GPS data logger is pictured in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. OHARARP SD GPS DataLogger V.315

The data loggers were installed with a FMP04-TLP GPS modulus processing
chip manufactured by fTech. The devices were powered by a rechargeable 1800
mAh 3.6V lithium ion battery. An 8 gigabyte micro SD memory card stored the
collected data while a multi-color LED light indicated functionality of the data logger. The circuit board and GPS chip were protected in a protective case to assure they were not damaged during the data collection.
GPS loggers were programmed to record in comma-separated value (CSV) file
format from parsed sentences that followed National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) standards GPGGA, GPGSA, GPGSV, and GPRMC. All data was
recorded an average rate 2.5 hertz based on the settings of the data loggers.
The GPS information recorded by each data logger is provided in Table 3.
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Table 3. GPS Data Logger Attributes Recorded
Attribute
LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
ALTITUDE
HEADING
SPEED
SAT
PDOP
HDOP
VDOP
FIX
YEAR
MONTH
DAY
HOUR
MIN
SEC
MSEC

Attribute Description

Remark / Unit

Latitude

WGS84, Degrees (°)

Longitude
Altitude

WGS84, Degrees (°)

Directional Heading of Movement
Velocity of Device
Number of Satellites in Communication
Positional Dilution of Precision
Horizontal Dilution of Precision
Vertical Dilution of Precision
Recording Status
Current Year
Current Month
Current Day
Current Hour
Current Minute
Current Second
Current Millisecond

WGS84, Meters (m)
Degrees (°)
Miles Per Hour (MPH)

UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC

Latitude and longitude were recorded by the devices to the standards of the 1984
update of the World Geodetic System (WGS84). The total number of significant
figures which latitude and longitude were recorded varied due to a firmware error
programed into some of the devices, but never exceeded 10 significant digits.
The attribute ALTITUDE recorded to the nearest tenth of a meter. The attributes
HEADING (degrees) and SPEED (MPH) were recorded with up to 2 digits after
the decimal place. The attribute SAT, representing the total number of satellites
in communication with the device, was a single number while the three dilution of
precision values (PDOP,HDOP,VDOP) were recorded with 4 significant figures.
FIX, representing the recording status of the device, was a binary 0 or 1 attribute
depending on whether or not the device was actively communicating with a minimum of 4 GPS satellites. Time values recorded by the device (including YEAR,
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MONTH, DAY, HOUR, MIN, SEC, MSEC) followed Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) and was reported to the nearest one tenth of a second. A sample of data
being outputted by the GPS devices is shown in Appendix A of this thesis.
Battery life on the GPS data loggers varied based on participant driving frequency and many other conditions. GPS data loggers were not recharged by researchers or participants during the two-week period. To preserve battery, each
data logger was programmed with a sleep mode that disabled data recording if
the device remained idle for a period greater than 300 seconds. GPS data loggers that frequently lost communication with available satellites drained battery
life faster compared to those with easier access to satellite communication. It
was observed that typical battery life of each data logger lasted 9 to 11 complete
days.
GPS Data Collection Process and Associated Errors
During the experimentation process the data loggers needed to be strategically
placed in the vehicles to prevent them from moving independently of the vehicle.
Data loggers also need to be placed in a location that did not block driver’s line of
sight or act as a visual distraction. Typically, the GPS loggers were positioned in
vehicle center consoles or glove boxes. By initial testing it was determined that
placing the logger in either location did not impact GPS communication.
GPS data loggers proved to record data considerably well despite various physical obstructions and weather conditions. Values of HDOP and PDOP remained
below a value of 2 for over 85% of the data from all participants. With this said,
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certain types of GPS recording errors were found in the complete dataset. These
errors could generally be categorized in one of three ways: noise, wandering, or
gaps. GPS noise, which occurred while the vehicle was stopped or traveling at
low speeds, was the most common error observed in the data. This error occurred when changes in GPS positional data (latitude and longitude) and speed
data did not accurately reflect the true movement of the vehicle. This error typically resulting in a large “cluster” of data points with inaccurate speed measurements observed around the true location of the vehicle. GPS data wandering was
also observed in some datasets. Wandering occurred when the GPS positional
data significantly differed from the true location of the vehicle while the vehicle
was traveling at higher rates of speed. Wandering typically was a random error
and was identified by observing vehicle seemingly traveling on roadways that did
not physically exist. Large gaps in the GPS data also were seen; these errors
were caused by a sudden lack of GPS satellite availability due to some impedance or communication malfunction. Figure 5 shows these various error types.
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Not to Scale

Not to Scale

a) GPS Noise at Intersection

b) GPS Wandering

Not to Scale
c) GPS Gap

Figure 5. Types of GPS Errors

GPS driving data collected by the data loggers was not accompanied with any
other driving data sources
sources. This includes no live video feed, no additional motion
sensors (such as accelerometers), or information relating to traffic
tra
conditions.
Data
ta relating to the make and or model of the specific vehicles used by participartic
pants was not recorded
orded.
Data Processing and GIS Linear Referencing
GPS data collected from each study participant was processed by combining
multiple data files from the data logger into a single file named according to a
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random identification code. Driver attributes (including gender, age, commuting
behavior, etc.) collected in the initial questionnaire were linked with GPS data.
Each GPS observation in the database was assigned a “trip number” based on
the relative time difference between successive GPS dat
data point readings for the
purpose of separating
ing individual trips
trips.. A new trip number was assigned to an obo
servation if the time difference from the last data point was greater than 30
minutes. Individual participants
participants’ GPS data was imported into ESRI ArcMap and
overlaid onto a San Luis Obispo County GIS roadway base map.. This GIS base
map was assumed to represent the true locations of various roadway locations
and geometric features. Figure 6 shows the GIS base map utilized for the rer
mainder of the data processing.

Figure 6. San Luis Obispo County GIS Roadway Base Map
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Despite the precision of GPS latitude and longitude values which the data loggers were capable of recording, GPS data points often did not lie on roadway locations shown on the GIS base map or on GIS based photogrammetry. The
amount of variation from a true roadway location to recoded location varied significantly based on GPS satellite coverage, GPS impedance, speed of the device, and many other factors. This lack of accuracy in the data precluded the ability to detect lane changing events or which lane a participant was in during a given reading.
Because of these spatial anomalies in the data, a consistent methodology needed to be implemented to ensure proper GPS data was being utilized for analysis
relating to individual roadways. The process of linear referencing available in
ArcMAP was selected as the methodology to approach this problem. Linear referencing is a spatial analytical technique for storing and referencing point events
relative to their position along a measured route (McCracken and Law, 2008).
The process of linear referencing creates a linear axis for which GPS data points
could be spatially compared with one another. Linear referencing also allows for
multiple data sources to be processed, meaning that other data sources (such as
crash data) could be linearly referenced to a common axis with GPS data.
Using the road network base map, individual roadway segments were merged
together to form individual polylines for each roadway feature of interest. Linear
reference routes were created from the merged polyline features by using the
“create routes” tool in ArcMap. A total of 6 individual routes were created, two
routes for Grand Avenue, two routes for California Boulevard, and two routes for
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US Highway 101. Note that two individual routes needed to be created for each
roadway of interest to obtain different spatial locations for each direction of travel.
After processing GIS routes, the “locate features along route” tool in Arcmap assigned each GPS data point with the spatial information from a selected route.
Each GPS data point was linear referenced based on a shortest distance equation, meaning that the data point was assigned the spatial attribute of the point
along the route for which was the closest distance to that route. A data “search
radius” of 300 feet was implemented for the purpose of linear referencing, meaning that all data within 300 feet of the selected route was linear referenced to that
route. After linear referencing was complete, another GIS process called dynamic
segmentation was utilized to “shift” GPS data points from their original latitude
and longitude values to new latitude and longitude values that corresponded to
the point they were linear referenced to. Figure 7 shows an illustration of the
GPS data before and after the implementation of linear referencing and dynamic
segmentation.
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Before

After

Figure 7. Linear Referencing and Dynamic Segmentation Example

The linear referencing and dynamic segmentation produced multiple GPS database tables with the new spatial attribute along each route. Because actions
such as lane changing could not be determined (due to the lack of necessary accuracy), the total distance traveled by participants between data points was taken
as simply the difference in linear referenced distances. This assumption means
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that all data recorded by the device is longitudinal in nature, meaning that there
was no travel performed by the participant follows the GIS base map route without any variation. This assumption not only applies not only to positional attributes along the route, but also for vehicle speed.
Additional logical rules were applied to the output tables to further verify the
quality of the data for analysis purposes. First, filtering any data with HDOP values greater than 3 ensured that GPS data collected during unreliable periods of
satellite communication was not used in further analysis. Secondly, logic rules
were implemented to remove any data points with incorrect heading (direction of
movement) attribute.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter described the study areas, GPS devices, data collection, and data
processing efforts made. As with many research efforts, the success of data collection and processing is vital to the success of the analysis. The methodology
and study design described here reflects careful consideration of the dataset and
the objectives of the research.
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IV. TWO-FLUID MODEL ANALYSIS
The first section of analysis for this study was desired to be conducted for arterial
roadways. Based on previous research, the Two-Fluid model was selected as the
model of choice for arterial roadway analysis. This decision to utilize the TwoFluid model comes from previous research that has shown correlation between
the Two-Fluid model and traffic accidents of varying severities (Dixit et al., 2011).
The Two-Fluid model parameters were determined for the two arterial roadways
of interest, Grand Avenue and California Boulevard, by utilizing linearly referenced GPS data to determine total stop time and travel time for individual trips
along these routes. The unit length of segments for this research was 0.5 miles
(0.8 km) each.
As discussed in Chapter 2, previous research by Hong et al. (2005) proved the
applicability of GPS devices to obtain Two-Fluid parameters. While this research
is utilizing GPS data for Two-Fluid model parameters, it differs from this research
in a few regards. First, previous research was proven for a street network and not
individual arterial roadways as in this research, and also Hong et al.’s research
did not have a large sample size of participants as this research has done. Previous research by Hong et al. failed to employ the same data processing methods
as described in Chapter 3, such as linear referencing.
TWO-FLUID MODEL
Prigogine & Herman (1979) developed the Two-Fluid model after years of observing vehicular traffic on multi-lane roadway facilities. Their model was a macroscopic flow model that viewed traffic flow in a network as a collection of
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stopped and running vehicles. The Two-Fluid model works under two general assumptions about vehicle traffic. The first assumption is that the average running
speed in a street network is proportional to the fraction of vehicles that are moving. The second assumption is that the fractional stop time of a probe vehicle circulating in a network is equal to the average fraction of the vehicles stopped during the same period.
As described earlier in Chapter 2, the major outputs of the Two-Fluid model are
the parameter known as n and the parameter known as Tm. The formal Two-Fluid
model formulation is provided in Equation 1, and is transformed into the natural
logarithmic equivalent in Equations 2 and 3 (Herman and Ardekani, 1984).
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where:
Ts:

Stop time

T:

Average travel time

TR:

Running time (T-Ts)

Tm:

Average minimum trip time per unit distance

n:

Indicator of the quality of traffic service in network

It is through the natural logarithmic equivalent that the Two-Fluid parameters can
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be obtained. It can be observed that Equation 3 can be re-written as Equation 4,
and that the Two-Fluid parameter can be obtained from Equation 5 and Equation
6 (Herman and Ardekani, 1984).

ln     ln  


(4)
(5)

 


(6)

   

As discussed in Chapter 2, the Two-Fluid parameters of n and Tm have been
shown to correlate with total crash rate (Dixit et al., 2011). By obtaining the TwoFluid parameters, a few deductions about the long-term traffic safety of these two
arterial roadways can be made. For this analysis, it is assumed that the GPS
driving data collected represents average driving that is not conservative or aggressive in nature.
DETERMINATION OF TWO-FLUID PARAMETERS
Linearly referenced GPS data sets were processed in Microsoft Excel to obtain
Two-Fluid parameters. An Excel spreadsheet used a set GPS data point to act
as the beginning of the ½-mile trip, and calculated the total time difference between the beginning point and a point that was over ½-miles in total length. The
spreadsheet identified any data that had speed attributes less than a certain
threshold, and deemed these data points as “stop” activity.
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A threshold value of 2 MPH was utilized for this analysis. The need to determine
a threshold value for stop comes from GPS noise that occured with GPS data
collected at low speeds. The determination to use 2 MPH as the threshold value
of choice came from observations in initial testing, and was deemed to properly
capture light braking events. This threshold of 2 MPH was in the range of the
threshold of 2 KMPH utilized by Hong et al. (2005).
Using the stopping threshold, total travel time and stopped time for each trip was
obtained. Graphical representation of the data points is shown in Figure 8 and
Figure 9. The Two-Fluid model parameters for the two arterial roadways are
summarized in Table 4.

Grand Avenue GPS Data
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Figure 8. Relation between Total Travel Time and Stop Time for ½-Mile
Trips on Grand Avenue
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Figure 9. Relation between Total Travel Time and Stop Time for ½-Mile
Trips on California Boulevard

Table 4. Two-Fluid Parameters Obtained
Total Number of
Samples

n
(Equation 5)

Tm (minutes)
(Equation 6)

R

Grand Avenue

179

2.81

1.02

0.38

California Boulevard

65

0.794

1.11

0.68

2

As seen from both Figure 8 and 9, the positive curvilinear relationship between
stop time and travel time can be seen in the data. Grand Avenue had a larger
amount of data points, however the range of observed stopped times for Grand
Avenue was much smaller compared to California Boulevard. While the R2 values obtained from the GPS data sets were lower compared to some of the other
published research, this data was subject to more variability due to multiple drivers’ contributions to the data set instead of just one research team with the traditional car chase methodology. It is also important to note that lower R2 values
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have been reported by previous researchers as well (Herman and Ardekani,
1984). The sample size of data points collected for Grand Avenue and California
Boulevard were deemed to be sufficient as the total sample size was greater
than some other published results.
It can be seen from the two figures that a very large percentage of the total data
for each arterial was located on the y-axis, which occurred when Ts was equal to
zero. This is unexpected due to the fact that both arterial roadways have at least
one stop sign in the study area. While some of these data points may be due to
drivers cruising past the stop sign, it is highly unlikely that the entire cluster was
caused by this action. The explanation behind the large clusters observed, at
least partially, was caused by the GPS noise observed at zero or near zero travel
speeds discussed in Chapter 3. Although the 2 MPH threshold for stopping was
adapted to accommodate for this noise, it is believed the threshold was not high
enough given the nature of the GPS data. Altering the threshold to a higher value
would shift more of those data points away from the y-axis, which in turn would
alter the obtained n and Tm values.
The two values of n obtained from each arterial roadway varied from each other.
The n value for Grand Avenue was much higher, which suggests based on previous research that long-term crash rate along Grand Avenue would be higher
compared to California Boulevard. This correlation was also observed from the
parameter Tm as well, which was observed to have a negative correlation with
long-term traffic crash rate (Dixit et al., 2011). Therefore, Grand Avenue with a
lower value of Tm may have a higher crash rate compared to California Boule35

vard. Verification of these long-term traffic safety trends as proposed by Dixit et
al. (2011) could not be proved with this research due to incomplete traffic accident history available from UC Berkeley’s Transportation Injury Mapping System
(TIMS) database.
DATA VALIDATION
Two-Fluid parameters obtained from GPS driving data in the California Boulevard
study area was validated with data collected in the field utilizing car following
techniques described in many other research studies (Herman and Ardekani,
1984). The purpose of data validation was to verify that results obtained from
GPS data were not significantly different than those collected using a traditional
car chase methodology. This was of particular interest based on the large
amount of GPS data points observed with low values of stop time.
In field data collection occurred during the AM and PM peak periods for two separate days along California Boulevard. Figure 10 shows the data points of total
travel time versus stopped travel time for data collected utilizing GPS devices
and the standard car chase methodology.
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Figure 10. Relation between Total Travel Time and Stop Time for ½-Mile
Trips on California Boulevard with GPS Device Data and Car Chase Data

As seen in Figure 10, the driving data collected by the car chase methodology
resulted in no data points that had any data with stop time equal to zero. This result shown in the validation data was inherently different than what was observed
with the GPS data, even with the definition of stop (at a threshold of 2 MPH) used
for the GPS data. Despite this, it can be observed that data collected with higher
stop times (i.e. anything greater than 5 seconds of stop time) from either data
source tended to lie in the same general area.
A general linear model was performed in SAS to validate the GPS. The test utilized a combined dataset that contained both GPS and validation data and determined if an assigned “verify” variable (which was assigned 1 for verification
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data, 0 for GPS data collected) was significant in the dataset. For this verification,
only data with high stop time (when Ts was greater than 20 seconds) was considered. If the result of the GLM produced a p-value which was not significant at
a 90% or 95% confidence level, then the verification attribute can be stated insignificant, meaning there was not statistical difference between GPS data and
car chase validation data. Appendix B in this thesis presents the SAS code which
was utilized to import the data points after they were transformed, and the code
utilized to perform the verification procedure. Table 5 below shows the results of
the GLM procedure.
Table 5. Linear Model Data Verification Results
Source

DF

F Value

Pr > F

Natural Log of TT

1

28.00

<.0001

Verify Data

1

072

0.3991

As seen above, the p-value for the “Verify Data” attribute (highlighted in blue)
was greater than 0.1, which suggests that there is no statistical significance between the two data sources. Though with this said, if one was to use the verification data to compute the value of n and Tm separate from the GPS data, it is obvious that the car chase data would produce different results. While this fact remains true, the difference between the two data sources was not statistically significant and based on this it was concluded that the GPS data can in fact be used
for Two-Fluid model parameter estimation for arterial roadways.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The research conducted for this section of analysis helped to show that GPS data can be utilized for collecting Two-Fluid parameters. With these parameters obtained attributes relating to long term traffic safety can be estimated. While there
still needs to be more consideration as to how “stop” is defended, the results of
this research are promising. The ability to use GPS driving data can be a much
more efficient and easier methodology to collect Two-Fluid parameters, and
hence infer about the long-term safety performance of roadways, than the traditional car chase methodology.
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V. HIGHWAY JERK ANALYSIS
Highway and freeway facilities are inherently different from arterial roadways, as
they are designed to accommodate uninterrupted travel flow. Therefore the TwoFluid model would not be an appropriate model for highway or freeway segments. Previous research (Bagdadi and Varhelyi, 2012) has used the derived
measurement of jerk (j), or rate of change of acceleration, to identify harsh braking events (or crash surrogates) within sets of naturalistic driving data. After
evaluating this previous research, the derived measurement of vehicle jerk was
selected to be the parameter of interest for analysis of highway segments.
It should be noted that the previous research used the measurement of jerk to
determine near-crash events with the purpose of crash avoidance in real time.
The methodology adopted in this research seeks to examine jerk as a way to determine if a significant correlation can be seen from repeated instances of high
vehicle jerk in highway segments and historical crash data from the same segment. The specific methodology was to use the percentage of high instances of
jerk above a set threshold, and determine if the locations with higher percentages
of high jerk had a correlation with locations of historical traffic crashes.
The area of interest for this portion of analysis is the US Highway 101 within the
city limits of San Luis Obispo. The total length of interest was approximately 5
miles long. Analysis for this procedure was conducted by first dividing the 5 miles
into several ¼-mile long segments and then several ½-mile long segments. A total of 39 segments were considered for the ¼-mile analysis, and 19 segments
were considered for the ½-mile analysis. It was the desire to repeat this analysis
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with these different segment lengths to verify that the results obtained were consistent regardless of segment definition. These segments varied based on multiple factors including geometric features and average daily traffic (ADT).
PROCEDURE
The procedure for this analysis required two major pieces of information. First
historical crash data needed to be collected and processed to give an indication
of crash rates within the study segments. Crash data utilized for this analysis was
collected from the TIMS database. Historical crash data from the January 2002 to
December 2011 where the primary or secondary road was US Highway 101 was
used as an indication of long-term safety performance. A total of 297 crashes
were observed for the entire analysis area in the ten year time period. Crash
counts were converted into a crash rate measure based on observed 2011 ADT
values obtained from Caltrans. The ‘crash rate’ measurement utilized here differs
from a traditional crash rate, which normalizes crash frequency with specific annual values of daily traffic. However, due to historical small growth rates of traffic
within city limits of San Luis Obispo, it was assumed the measure of ‘crash rate’
utilized for further analysis was sufficient for this preliminary exploration.
The second set of information needed for this analysis was the data on vehicle
jerk obtained from the GPS data loggers. Vehicle jerk was not an output measurement from the GPS device and the values of jerk needed to be calculated
from observed GPS readings. The longitudinal acceleration and jerk values were
calculated between successive GPS readings using Equations 7 and 8.
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where:
a:

Acceleration (ft./s2)

∆v:

Change in velocity (ft./s)

∆t:

Change in time (s)

j:

Jerk (ft./s3)

∆a:

Change in acceleration (ft./s2)

Before analysis with crash rate could be conducted, a value for the jerk threshold
needed to be determined. For this study, a low threshold value for vehicle jerk
was desired. Using a lower threshold value, in theory, would not only capture data during accident avoidance events, but also driving events where participants
had to apply their brakes forcefully yet in a controlled manner. Of course, a lower
jerk thresholds values results in higher percentages of the total data that fell
above the threshold compared to a higher jerk threshold. For this analysis, only
negative jerk events that were observed with deceleration (i.e. a<0 ft./sec2)
events were considered.
Pearson’s correlation coefficients were first estimated between calculated crash
rate and percentage of high jerk data points for varying jerk thresholds. The code
used for this analysis, in addition to the other modeling techniques for the high42

way analysis, is provided in Appendix C of this thesis. The Pearson’s coefficients
were established to assess if a positive correlation between the two measurements existed. The Pearson’s coefficients were also utilized to determine which
jerk threshold produced the highest correlation with calculated crash rate for both
the ¼-mile and ½-mile long segments. Figure 11 shows the calculated Pearson’s
correlation coefficients for jerk thresholds varying to -4 ft./s3 in increments of .5
ft./s3 for both the ¼-mile and ½-mile long segments.

Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients
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Figure 11. Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient for varying jerk thresholds

Figure 11 above shows that the Pearson’s correlation coefficient tends to increase and then level out past a certain threshold value. As expected, all of the
correlation coefficients are positive and were statistically significant. For the ¼mile analysis it appears that the correlation coefficient leveled out at a jerk
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threshold of -2 ft./s3. The ½-mile segment analysis this leveling occurred at the
threshold of -1 ft./s3. The values where this leveling occurred were set to be the
jerk threshold for further analysis.
Using the jerk threshold, negative binomial regression models were employed to
determine the significance of the high jerk percentage measure in estimating total
observed crashes. Negative binominal modeling is a well-established method for
crash frequency estimation that has been seen in previous studies (Milton and
Mannering, 1998; Abdel-Aty and Radwan, 2000). The jerk value for which leveling was observed in the Pearson’s correlation coefficients was taken to be the
jerk threshold for the negative binomial regression models. This meant that for
the ¼-mile analysis, the percentage of observations with vehicle jerk less than -2
ft./s3 and negative acceleration was calculated and used as the explanatory variable in the crash frequency analysis. For the ½-mile analysis, the percentage of
observations with vehicle jerk less than -1 ft./s3 and negative acceleration was
calculated and used as the explanatory variable in the crash frequency analysis.
QUARTER MILE ANALYSIS
Analysis for the ¼-mile segment data included 20 segments in the NB direction
of US Highway 101 and 19 segments in the SB direction. The ¼-mile analysis
segments defined in this study are shown in Figure 12 below.
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Figure 12. Straight line diagrams for US NB (left, 1-20) and SB (right, 21-39)
quarter-mile segments

A total of four negative binomial regression models were estimated for the ¼-mile
analysis segments. The first model used the high jerk percentage as its only variable for estimating total number of crashes. The second model used three other
factors relating to each individual segment, presence of curve, presence of weaving (as indicated by an auxiliary lane), and ADT, for total crash estimation. The
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third model utilized the percentage of high jerk events in addition to the other
three factors used in Model 2. The fourth model used ADT and high jerk percentage as two explanatory variables. For these negative binomial regression models, the dependent variable of analysis was total crash count. Crash count was
used as the dependent variable for negative binomial model analysis to allow the
addition of ADT to be included as a possible independent variable. Table 6 below
highlights the results of the negative binomial models with significant p-value at a
95% confidence level highlighted.
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Table 6. Crash Estimation utilizing Negative Binomial Regression Models
for Quarter Mile Segments
Quarter Mile Segment Model 1
Negative Binomial Regression Model with High Jerk Criteria
AIC (Akaike Information Criterion): 230.82
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates

1.3580

Standard
Error
0.2518

Wald Chi
Square
29.09

High Jerk Percentage

0.1297

0.0449

8.36

Dispersion

0.2894

0.0998

Parameter

Estimate

Intercept

p-value
<.0001
0.0038

Quarter Mile Segment Model 2
Negative Binomial Regression Model with ADT and Geometric Variables
AIC (Akaike Information Criterion): 242.57
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates

1.504

Standard
Error
0.8021

Wald Chi
Square
3.52

Curve

0.0183

0.2532

0.01

0.9418

Weaving

0.3008

0.3236

0.86

0.3526

Average Daily Traffic

1.6972

2.7316

0.39

0.5344

Dispersion

0.3971

0.1185

Parameter

Estimate

Intercept

p-value
0.0608

Quarter Mile Segment Model 3
Negative Binomial Regression Model with High Jerk, ADT and Geometric Variables
AIC (Akaike Information Criterion): 234.46
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates

0.3457

Standard
Error
0.7686

Wald Chi
Square
0.20

High Jerk Percentage

0.1552

0.0474

10.70

0.0011

Curve

-0.0268

0.2163

0.02

0.9015

Weaving

-0.0506

0.2883

0.03

0.8606

1.89

0.169

Parameter

Estimate

Intercept

Average Daily Traffic

3.3271

2.4189

Dispersion

0.2657

0.0944

p-value
0.6528

Quarter Mile Segment Model 4
Negative Binomial Regression Model with High Jerk and ADT
AIC (Akaike Information Criterion): 232.98
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates

Intercept

0.0508

Standard
Error
0.8491

High Jerk Percentage

0.0974

0.0327

8.87

0.0029

Average Daily Traffic

3.0514

2.3457

1.69

0.1933

Dispersion

0.2959

0.1000

Parameter

Estimate
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Wald Chi
Square
0.00

p-value
0.9523

As seen from Model 1, when the percentage of high jerk observations is used as
the only explanatory variable for total crashes the resulting p-value from the negative binomial model suggests that it has a significant relationship with total observed crashes from the ten year period. P-values from Model 2 reveal that other
factors of consideration do not yield a significant correlation with total observed
crashes. Model 3 revealed that when all four factors are considered, the percentage of high jerk events still remains significant while the other factors remain insignificant. Finally, Model 4 showed that the high jerk percentage remains significant even when roadway exposure (in the form of ADT) is considered.
Inherently, this high jerk percentage should be a good measurement for crash
potential and the results of this analysis help demonstrate this. It is particularly
interesting to see that the high jerk percentage had a significant correlation while
ADT did not, which further suggests that this method may be more efficient compared to use other traditional crash frequency analysis. To aid in understanding
why this significant correlation existed, Figure 13 below shows the data in the
form of linear heat graphs for total historical crashes per segment and two key
independent variables, high jerk percentage and ADT. The plots in Figure 13 are
broken into five separate heat categories based on the percentile of observations. From Figure 13 it can be seen that the high percentage of jerk observations generally tend to follow the trends in the crash while ADT values do not.
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NB Historical Crashes

NB High Jerk
Percentage

NB ADT Values

SB Historical Crashes

SB High Jerk
Percentage

SB ADT Values

Figure 13. Linear Heat Maps for Quarter Mile Analysis

HALF MILE ANALYSIS
Analysis was repeated utilizing ½-mile long segments to verify that trends observed in the first analysis remained true with larger analysis segment. ½-mile
segments were constructed by combining two ¼-mile segments. A total of 19 ½mile long segments were constructed from the first 38 ¼-mile long segment.
From these 19 segments, 10 are from the NB direction of US Highway 101, and
9 of them are from the SB direction of US Highway 101. Figure 14 shows the
straight line diagrams for these 19 ½-mile long segments.
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Figure 14. Straight line diagrams for US NB (left, 1-10) and SB (right, 11-20)
half-mile segments

The same three negative binomial regression models were computed using the
½-mile long analysis segments. Table 7 shows the results of each negative binomial model with p-value results that were significant at a 95% confidence level
highlighted.
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Table 7. Crash Estimation utilizing Negative Binomial Regression Models
for Half Mile Segments
Half Mile Segment Model 1
Negative Binomial Regression Model with High Jerk
AIC (Akaike Information Criterion): 125.16
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates

1.6340

Standard
Error
0.4899

Wald Chi
Square
11.12

High Jerk Percentage

0.0944

0.0410

5.31

Dispersion

0.0795

0.0457

Parameter

Estimate

Intercept

p-value
.0009
0.0212

Half Mile Segment Model 2
Negative Binomial Regression Model with ADT and Geometric Variables
AIC (Akaike Information Criterion): 127.50
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates

1.9638

Standard
Error
0.6291

Wald Chi
Square
9.74

Curve

0.5724

0.2906

3.88

0.0489

Weaving

0.2136

0.2189

0.95

0.3292

Average Daily Traffic

0.7622

2.2424

0.12

0.7339

Dispersion

0.0759

0.0421

Parameter

Estimate

Intercept

p-value
0.0018

Half Mile Segment Model 3
Negative Binomial Regression Model with High Jerk, ADT and Geometric Variables
AIC (Akaike Information Criterion): 123.90
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates
Parameter

Estimate

Standard
Error

Wald Chi
Square

p-value

Intercept

0.6163

0.7729

0.64

0.4252

High Jerk Percentage

0.0929

0.0363

6.55

0.0105

Curve

0.5084

0.2626

3.75

0.0529

Weaving

0.1925

0.1908

1.02

0.3130

Average Daily Traffic

1.9171

2.0402

0.88

0.3474

Dispersion

0.0412

0.0315

Half Mile Segment Model 4
Negative Binomial Regression Model with High Jerk and ADT
AIC (Akaike Information Criterion): 126.46
Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates

Intercept

1.0643

Standard
Error
0.8253

High Jerk Percentage

0.1041

0.0416

6.25

0.0124

0.71

0.3978

Parameter

Estimate

Average Daily Traffic

1.6744

1.9802

Dispersion

0.0746

0.0440
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Wald Chi
Square
1.66

p-value
0.1972

Results of the three models for ½-mile segments were similar to the results seen
in the ¼-mile segment analysis. Model 1 for the ½-mile long segments shows
that the high jerk percentage has a significant relationship with total crashes observed. This fact holds true in Model 3 and Model 4 as well. However, Model 2
showed that the feature “curve”, which is a binary variable assigned to the segment if a curve is present in the segment, appears to be significant as well. This
variable was not significant in the ¼-mile analysis. However, when observing the
data it can be noted that there were only 3 out of the total 19 considered ½-mile
segments that did not contain curvature. This lack of sampling size for non-curve
sections resulted in a very high standard error in model coefficient. Because of
this high standard error it is believed that this significant correlation with curvature is a function of the small sample and may not be a reliable indicator of crash
frequency.
Heat charts showing relative values of total historical crashes, high jerk percentages, and ADT values for the each bin are shown in Figure 15. Like the plots
from in the ¼-mile analyses, the trends in the high jerk percentage follow the
trends in crash data more closely than the ADT.
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NB Historical Crashes

NB High Jerk
Percentage

NB ADT Values

SB Historical Crashes

SB High Jerk
Percentage

SB ADT Values

Figure 15. Linear Heat Maps for Half Mile Analysis

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The conclusion that high GPS jerk observation percentage has a strong correlation with historic crashes (i.e. long-term safety performance of the highway) and
may indicate a possible connection to traffic safety analysis that was not previous
explored. While the results of this analysis are strong, there is a need for more
data to verify that these results are obtainable for multiple highways. This particular analysis was restricted to this one highway based on the nature of the natural-
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istic driving data collected. It is also interesting to see from this analysis that both
the ¼-mile and ½-mile long segments showed this significant relationship of
crashes and high jerk percentage. This suggests that this analysis can be valuable with different segment lengths traditionally used in crash frequency analysis.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this research was to investigate the relationship between information obtained from naturalistic GPS driving data and long term safety performance on various types of roadway facilities. GPS driving data was collected as
part of a naturalistic driving study from 33 Cal Poly staff members using data loggers from July 2012 to March 2013. Strict data processing and linear referencing
performed in ESRI ArcMAP matched GPS data points to roadway attributes and
ensured that no erroneous data was utilized for analysis.
Overall, the GPS data loggers performed considerably well under a variety of
conditions and were able to determine vehicle movement with reasonable accuracy. This research demonstrates the value of this data through the use of two
analysis techniques for different types of roadway facilities. For arterial roadway
analysis, Two-Fluid parameters for two local arterial roadways were obtained
from GPS data. For highway segments, the GPS data was used to look at percentages of large negative jerk values in correlation with historical traffic crashes.
Specific results related to each of the two major analysis methods are provided
below, in addition to a discussion of potential future work.
TWO-FLUID ANALYSIS FOR ARTERIAL ROADWAYS
For analysis performed for arterial roadways, the Two-Fluid model was determined to be an appropriate model to assess long-term traffic safety performance
based on previous literature (Dixit et al., 2011). Using linearly referenced GPS
data, total travel time and stop time were found for individual trips on two arterial
roadways near Cal Poly, Grand Avenue and California Boulevard. From this data
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the Two-Fluid model parameters could be obtained.
With a stop threshold of 2 MPH, a large portion of trips observed did not contain
any time for which the vehicle was stopped. This fact is interesting considering
both study areas included controlled intersections. A portion of these data points
with no stop time were with trips in which the participant may have performed a
rolling stop maneuver (undetected by the GPS data logger). It is more likely, that
a large cluster may have resulted from the GPS noise resulting from inaccurate
speed readings at lower travel speeds.
The Two-Fluid model parameter n, which represented a measure to the resistance of the roadway to degrade operation with increased demand, was determined to be 2.81 for Grand Avenue and .794 for California Boulevard. The parameter Tm, which represented the average minimum trip time for each ½-mile
analysis segment, was found to be 1.02 minutes for Grand Avenue and 1.11
minutes for California Boulevard. Based on previous research by Dixit et al.
(2011) these Two-Fluid parameters would suggest that Grand Avenue is more
susceptible to a higher crash rates.
Two-Fluid data points collected from the GPS data along California Boulevard
were verified using data collected using the traditional “car chase” methodology.
Car chase data was collected during the same peak periods during which a majority of the GPS data trips were observed. By using a general linear model procedure, the two data sources were proven to have no significance difference with
trips that involved higher stop time.
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HIGHWAY ANALYSIS
The observed percentage of ‘high’ jerk data readings for highway segments was
shown to be significantly correlated with historical crash rates for the segments in
the preliminary analysis. Similar results were obtained for ¼-mile long segments
and ½-mile long segments along US Highway 101. The correlations were significant at a 95% confidence level. These correlations were also illustrated using
heat maps to show that the percentage of high jerk readings tended to follow
general trends observed in crash counts.
In this analysis it was interesting to see that the high jerk percentage performed
better as an explanatory variable for total crashes when compared to three other
factors including the presence of curve, presence of auxiliary lane, and ADT. This
is best seen in the ¼-mile analysis, where high jerk percentage is the only factor
proven with a significant relationship to traffic crash counts. While the binary attribute of curvature appeared to be significantly related with crash counts on the
½-mile segments, the coefficient estimate were not be reliable.
While the results of this analysis show strong correlation, the need for more data
and further research to verify these trends is necessary. If this methodology is
verified with additional data, the high jerk percentage measurement could act as
a indicator of crash potential for highway segments. Other factors, such as segment length, must also be further considered to ensure the trends observed are
of value.
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FUTURE WORK
The prospect of utilizing GPS driving data for a variety of transportation studies is
a growing opportunity. Many mobile electronic devices, including many
smartphones, contain GPS receivers that could possibly collect and store data
similar to that employed in this research. This could permit “crowd sourcing”
techniques for collecting data through the use of a cellular application. Utilizing
crowd sourcing techniques can make data collection easier and more cost effective compared to other naturalistic driving studies.
Advancements in GPS system design are increasing this prospect as well. The
removal of selective availability (SA) and the new L2C signal has significantly increased the possible precision that GPS receivers can triangulate to. The speed
performance of GPS receivers has considerably increased over the past years,
which also allows more detailed analysis of vehicle trajectory. Other new GPS
technologies such as real time kinematic (RTK) GPS receivers, which can provide significantly more accurate GPS data, will continue to become more commercially available for personal electronic devices.
Despite these prospects, there are still many hurtles that would need to be
cleared before large scale GPS driving data collection could become a reality for
agencies. The major limitation is privacy, which still remains a major concern to
many individuals in the United States. The privacy concerns can be partially alleviated if private commercial fleet data was used. In addition to the hurtles related
to privacy, Implementing data collection over a variety of different devices would
also require careful detail to data collection, and would likely require electronic
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devices to rely solely on SPS instead of assisted GPS (aGPS) systems which
many devices currently use.
Improvements to this Research
The major limitation of this research (as with many naturalistic driving studies) is
the relatively small sample size. Increasing the total number of participants would
strengthen the analysis performed on the roadways in this study and in future research. Further work relating this data with other data collected from Louisiana
State University (LSU) will help in this regard, and will allow for comparisons between roadways. In addition to sample size, the Two-Fluid portion of analysis
would be improved by further investigating the “stop” threshold to see if changes
in the threshold value significantly impact Two-Fluid model parameters obtained.
Additional Topics of Study
While it was not covered in this research, it would be interesting to further segregate GPS driving data in various categories (i.e. based on time of day, participant
information, etc.). Relating to the highway analysis, it would also be fascinating to
further study the locations of high jerk GPS readings in relation to locations of
certain geometric features (i.e. curvature, signage, etc.) to see if a higher frequency of high jerk occur in response to certain defined features.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

ADT: Average Daily Traffic
aGPS: Assisted Global Positioning System
Cal Poly: California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo
DAS: Data Acquisition System
Data Logger: OHARARP SD GPS Data Loggers V3.15
DOP: Dilution of Precision
GPS: Global Positioning System
GIS: Geographic Information Systems
LSU: Louisiana State University
MOE: Measure of Effectiveness
NB: Northbound
NMEA: National Marine Electronics Association
RTK: Real-Time Kinematic
SA: Selective Availability
SAS: Statistic Analysis Software
SB: Southbound
SHRP: Strategic Highway Research Program 2
SPS: Standard Positioning Service
UTC: Coordinated Universal Time
WGS84: World Geodetic System 1984 Update
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE GPS OUTPUT
LATITUDE
35.25122834
35.25113678
35.25102234
35.25092698
35.25083542
35.25074006
35.2506485
35.25055314
35.25046158
35.25037002
35.25027848
35.2501831
35.25008774
35.24999618
35.24990082
35.24980926
35.2497139
35.24962234
35.2495308
35.24943542
35.24934388
35.24925232
35.24916076
35.24907302
35.24898148
35.24889374
35.248806
35.24871826
35.24863052
35.2485466
35.24845886
35.24837494
35.24829102
35.2482071
35.24812698
35.24804688
35.24796676
35.24788284
35.24780274
35.24772644
35.24764634
35.24757004
35.24749756
35.24742126
35.24734878
35.2472763
35.24720382
35.24713516
35.24707032
35.24700164
35.24693298
35.24687194
35.2468071
35.24674606
35.24668502
35.24663162
35.2465744
35.24652482
35.24647522
35.24642944
35.24638366
35.2463417
35.24630356
35.24626542
35.24623108
35.24620056
35.24617386
35.24614334
35.24612046
35.24610138

LONGITUDE ALTITUDE HEADING
-120.6784439
32.7
206.38
-120.678505
32.59
206.39
-120.6785736
32.59
206.52
-120.678627
32.59
206.38
-120.6786881
32.59
206.19
-120.6787414
32.5
206.11
-120.6788025
32.5
206.08
-120.6788559
32.4
206.11
-120.678917
32.4
206.19
-120.6789703
32.29
206.17
-120.6790238
32.29
206.13
-120.6790848
32.2
206.27
-120.6791382
32.29
206.19
-120.6791992
32.2
206.28
-120.6792526
32.2
206.3
-120.679306
32.2
206.41
-120.679367
32.2
206.38
-120.6794205
32.09
206.41
-120.6794738
32.09
206.36
-120.6795349
32
206.47
-120.6795883
31.89
206.71
-120.6796494
31.89
206.88
-120.6797027
31.79
206.99
-120.6797562
31.7
207.03
-120.6798172
31.7
207.14
-120.6798706
31.6
207.25
-120.679924
31.5
207.35
-120.6799774
31.5
207.57
-120.6800308
31.39
207.82
-120.6800918
31.29
208
-120.6801453
31.2
207.91
-120.6801986
31.1
207.77
-120.6802521
31
207.63
-120.6803055
30.89
207.42
-120.6803513
30.79
207.27
-120.6804046
30.7
207.21
-120.6804504
30.5
207.07
-120.6805038
30.39
206.86
-120.6805496
30.29
206.75
-120.6805954
30.2
206.77
-120.6806488
30.1
207.08
-120.6806946
30
207.36
-120.6807403
29.89
207.8
-120.6807862
29.79
208.17
-120.6808395
29.7
208.44
-120.6808853
29.6
208.75
-120.6809311
29.5
209.02
-120.6809845
29.39
208.97
-120.6810302
29.29
209.03
-120.6810761
29.2
209.3
-120.6811218
29
209.58
-120.6811676
28.89
209.8
-120.6812058
28.79
209.97
-120.6812515
28.7
210.36
-120.6812973
28.6
210.86
-120.681343
28.39
211.74
-120.6813889
28.2
213.05
-120.6814346
28.1
215.41
-120.6814804
28
217.58
-120.6815338
27.79
220.11
-120.6815872
27.6
223.02
-120.6816406
27.5
226.13
-120.681694
27.39
228.52
-120.681755
27.29
231.63
-120.6818161
27.2
233.57
-120.6818695
27.1
235.58
-120.6819306
27
237.44
-120.6819992
26.89
240.13
-120.6820602
26.89
241.96
-120.6821137
26.79
243.44

SPEED
64.4
64.39
64.31
64.23
64.25
64.17
64.09
64.09
64.06
64.31
64.29
64.25
64.09
64.02
64.17
64.22
64.07
64.08
64.05
63.97
63.94
63.69
63.43
63.15
62.76
62.31
61.77
61.49
61.1
60.81
60.3
59.79
59.26
58.74
58.2
57.59
57.07
56.71
56.06
55.38
54.76
54.02
53.25
52.83
52.3
51.75
51.07
50.07
49.31
48.53
47.76
46.87
45.78
45.09
44.42
43.78
43.1
42.31
41.3
40.61
40.03
39.78
38.72
38.09
37.48
36.07
34.82
33.56
32.4
31.19

SAT
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
9
9
9
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

PDOP
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.48
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.47
1.47
1.47
1.419
1.47
1.47
1.47
1.419
1.1
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.139
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.419
1.419
1.1
1.1
1.419
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.419
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1

HDOP
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.8
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.8
0.8
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

VDOP
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
1.21
0.77
0.77
0.77
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.169
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.169
0.76
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.76
0.76
0.76
0.76
0.76
1.169
1.169
0.76
0.76
1.169
0.76
0.76
0.76
1.169
0.76
0.76
0.76
0.76
0.76
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FIX
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

YEAR
MONTH
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
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2
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2
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2
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2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
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2
2013
2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2
2013
2

DAY
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
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15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

HOUR
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
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15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

MIN

SEC
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
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23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23

2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
11
11
11
12
12
13
13
13
14
14
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17
17
18
18
19
19
19
20
20
21
21
21
22
22
23
23
23
24
24
25
25
25
26
26
27
27
27
28
28
29
29
29

MSEC
100
500
0
400
800
200
600
0
400
800
200
600
0
400
800
200
600
0
400
800
200
600
0
400
800
200
600
0
400
800
200
600
0
400
800
200
600
0
400
800
200
600
0
400
800
200
600
0
400
800
200
600
0
400
800
200
600
0
400
800
200
600
0
400
800
200
600
100
500
900

APPENDIX B: SAMPLE SAS CODE FOR DATA VALIDATION
/*Import California GPS and Verification Data*/
data test;
input lnt lntr verify;
datalines;
4.624972813 4.219507705 1
4.718498871 4.219507705 1
4.442651256 4.317488114 1
5.159055299 4.248495242 1
5.164785974 4.787491743 1
4.663439094 4.369447852 1
4.672828834 4.369447852 1
4.49980967 4.290459441 1
4.844187086 4.49980967 1
4.779123493 4.290459441 1
4.406719247 4.219507705 1
4.430816799 4.189654742 1
5.068904202 4.234106505 1
5.111987788 4.510859507 1
4.65396035 4.317488114 1
4.634728988 4.317488114 1
4.356708827 4.158883083 1
4.682131227 4.248495242 1
4.574710979 4.33073334 1
4.465908119 4.248495242 1
5.231108617 4.369447852 1
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4.615120517 4.343805422 1
4.634728988 4.394449155 1
4.727387819 4.317488114 1
4.718498871 4.394449155 1
4.787491743 4.276666119 1
4.836281907 4.262679877 1
4.634728988 4.262679877 1
4.574710979 4.304065093 1
4.394449155 4.276666119 1
5.062595033 4.406719247 1
4.17438727 4.077537444 1
4.394449155 4.189654742 1
4.718498871 4.343805422 1
4.356708827 4.17438727 1
4.762173935 4.276666119 1
4.912654886 4.33073334 1
4.532599493 4.276666119 1
4.094344562 4.025351691 1
4.624972813 4.262679877 1
4.343805422 4.234106505 1
4.382026635 4.204692619 1
4.369447852 4.189654742 1
4.634728988 4.290459441 1
4.442651256 4.204692619 1
4.477336814 4.189654742 1
4.418840608 4.234106505 1
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4.624972813 4.369447852 1
4.465908119 4.262679877 1
5.141663557 4.521788577 1
4.477336814 4.127134385 1
4.343805422 4.204692619 1
4.510859507 4.304065093 1
4.672828834 4.290459441 1
4.369447852 4.143134726 1
4.787491743 4.317488114 1
4.49980967 4.189654742 1
4.418840608 4.248495242 1
4.317488114 4.143134726 1
4.852030264 4.262679877 1
4.477336814 4.276666119 1
4.672828834 4.219507705 1
4.442651256 4.17438727 1
4.382026635 4.143134726 1
4.543294782 4.204692619 1
4.691347882 4.343805422 1
4.59511985 4.304065093 1
4.564348191 4.262679877 1
4.356708827 4.219507705 1
4.955827058 4.584967479 1
4.394449155 4.248495242 1
4.59511985 4.406719247 1
4.727387819 4.204692619 1
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4.49980967 4.382026635 1
4.762173935 4.234106505 1
4.564348191 4.248495242 1
4.624972813 4.33073334 1
4.644390899 4.143134726 1
4.454347296 4.262679877 1
4.574710979 4.189654742 1
4.532599493 4.290459441 1
4.532599493 4.248495242 1
4.59511985 4.33073334 1
4.49980967 4.276666119 1
4.736198448 4.262679877 1
4.787491743 4.143134726 1
4.33073334 4.158883083 1
4.356708827 4.143134726 1
4.343805422 4.094344562 1
4.510859507 4.356708827 1
4.430816799 4.248495242 1
4.736198448 4.204692619 1
5.114995309 4.777441407 0
3.975936331 3.975936331 0
4.889596966 4.483002552 0
4.239886868 4.239886868 0
4.107589789 4.107589789 0
4.86753445 4.565389316 0
4.751000634 4.298645026 0
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4.304065093 4.304065093 0
4.515245478 4.412798293 0
4.442651256 4.437934267 0
4.433194921 4.200204953 0
4.120661871 4.120661871 0
4.80073697 4.130355

0

3.895893623 3.895893623 0
4.772378105 4.48187197 0
4.943782987 4.082609306 0
4.295923936 4.195697056 0
4.584967479 4.298645026 0
4.139955073 4.139955073 0
4.334672938 4.218036035 0
4.234106505 4.234106505 0
4.847331743 4.67562865 0
4.607168189 4.273884476 0
4.428433007 4.390738575 0
4.351567427 4.351567427 0
4.758749274 4.235554731 0
4.697749367 4.203198967 0
4.218036035 4.218036035 0
4.929425239 4.322807275 0
4.653007515 4.157319361 0
4.49980967 4.291828367 0
4.468204331 4.361823927 0
4.242764567 4.225372825 0
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4.343805422 4.077537444 0
4.352855257 4.317488114 0
4.809742352 4.567468319 0
4.645351976 4.558078578 0
4.611152258 4.166665224 0
4.302712828 4.065602093 0
4.379523504 4.379523504 0
5.101085197 4.428433007 0
4.399375273 4.399375273 0
4.335982696 4.210645018 0
4.838660029 4.761318868 0
4.904533763 4.497584975 0
4.657762636 4.626931678 0
4.589040804 4.529368473 0
4.64053733 4.053522568 0
4.447346101 4.447346101 0
4.580877493 4.504244267 0
4.371976299 4.371976299 0
4.598145571 4.411585437 0
3.947390149 3.947390149 0
4.633757643 4.573679519 0
4.866764924 4.582924577 0
4.437934267 4.437934267 0
4.411585437 4.411585437 0
4.370712875 4.370712875 0
4.442651256 4.442651256 0
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4.452019006 4.452019006 0
4.738826571 4.558078578 0
4.736198448 4.582924577 0
4.470495283 4.465908119 0
4.744062185 4.589040804 0
5.079539273 4.507557357 0
run;

/*Add Difference Field*/
data test;
set test;
t=exp(lnt);
tr=exp(lntr);
diff=t-tr;
run;

/*Perform GLM Procedure*/

proc glm data=test;
where diff>20;
class verify;
model lntr= lnt verify;
run;
QUIT;
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE SAS CODE FOR HIGHWAY ANALYSIS
/*Create Meas2 Field*/
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
meas2 =(meas-84313.44)/5280;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
meas2=meas/5280;
run;

/*Assign Jerk Variables to NB*/
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-0.5 and acc <0) then jerk0_1=1; else jerk0_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
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if (jerk <0 and acc <0) then jerk00_1=1; else jerk00_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-0.75 and acc <0) then jerk075_1=1; else jerk075_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-1.0 and acc <0) then jerk1_1=1; else jerk1_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-1.25 and acc <0) then jerk2_1=1; else jerk2_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-1.5 and acc <0) then jerk3_1=1; else jerk3_1=0;
run;
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data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-1.75 and acc <0)then jerk4_1=1; else jerk4_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-2.0 and acc <0) then jerk5_1=1; else jerk5_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-2.25 and acc<0)then jerk6_1=1; else jerk6_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-2.5 and acc<0)then jerk7_1=1; else jerk7_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
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if (jerk <-2.75 and acc<0)then jerk8_1=1; else jerk8_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-3.0 and acc<0)then jerk9_1=1; else jerk9_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-3.0 and acc<0)then jerk9_1=1; else jerk9_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-3.5 and acc<0)then jerk10_1=1; else jerk10_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-4 and acc<0)then jerk11_1=1; else jerk11_1=0;
run;
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/*Assign Jerk Variables to SB*/
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <-0.5 and acc <0) then jerk0_1=1; else jerk0_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <0 and acc <0) then jerk00_1=1; else jerk00_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <-0.75 and acc <0) then jerk075_1=1; else jerk075_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <-1.0 and acc <0) then jerk1_1=1; else jerk1_1=0;
run;
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data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <-1.25 and acc <0) then jerk2_1=1; else jerk2_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <-1.5 and acc <0) then jerk3_1=1; else jerk3_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <-1.75 and acc <0)then jerk4_1=1; else jerk4_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <-2.0 and acc <0) then jerk5_1=1; else jerk5_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
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if (jerk <-2.25 and acc<0)then jerk6_1=1; else jerk6_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <-2.5 and acc<0)then jerk7_1=1; else jerk7_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <-2.75 and acc<0)then jerk8_1=1; else jerk8_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <-3.0 and acc<0)then jerk9_1=1; else jerk9_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101nb;
set thesis.Corrected101nb;
if (jerk <-3.0 and acc<0)then jerk9_1=1; else jerk9_1=0;
run;
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data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <-3.5 and acc<0)then jerk10_1=1; else jerk10_1=0;
run;
data thesis.Corrected101sb;
set thesis.Corrected101sb;
if (jerk <-4 and acc<0)then jerk11_1=1; else jerk11_1=0;
run;

/*Macro Run, repeat for each threshold level*/
%macro datacheck1(heading1, heading2, headingp,headingm, mp1, mp2,
jerkN,oput,seg);
proc freq data=thesis.Corrected101nb ;
where

(&mp1<meas2<&mp2

&headingm)<=heading<=(&heading2+&headingp)
ta_T>0);
tables &jerkN /out=&oput;
run;
data &oput;
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and
and

(&heading1HDOP<=3

and

del-

set &oput;
segment=&seg;
run;
%mend datacheck1;
%macro datacheck2(heading1, heading2,headingp,headingm, heading3, mp1,
mp2, jerkN,oput,seg);
proc freq data=thesis.Corrected101nb ;
where (&mp1<meas2<&mp2 and (heading<=(&heading2+&headingp) or heading>=&heading3) and HDOP<=3 and delta_T>0);
tables &jerkN /out=&oput;
run;
data &oput;
set &oput;
segment=&seg;
run;
%mend datacheck2;
TITLE 'NEW DATA';
%datacheck1(26,54,3,3,33.81,34.06,jerk8_1,j8_1,1);
%datacheck2(0,26,3,3,357,34.06,34.31,jerk8_1,j8_2,2);
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%datacheck2(0,26,3,3,357,34.31,34.56,jerk8_1,j8_3,3);
%datacheck1(26,26,3,3,34.56,34.81,jerk8_1,j8_4,4);
%datacheck1(26,26,3,3,34.81,35.06,jerk8_1,j8_5,5);
%datacheck1(26,26,3,3,35.06,35.31,jerk8_1,j8_6,6);
%datacheck1(26,26,3,3,35.31,35.56,jerk8_1,j8_7,7);
%datacheck1(10,26,3,3,35.56,35.81,jerk8_1,j8_8,8);
%datacheck2(0,10,3,3,353,35.81,36.06,jerk8_1,j8_9,9);
%datacheck2(0,2,3,3,353,36.06,36.31,jerk8_1,j8_10,10);
%datacheck1(2,15,3,3,36.31,36.56,jerk8_1,j8_11,11);
%datacheck1(15,15,3,3,36.56,36.81,jerk8_1,j8_12,12);
%datacheck1(15,15,3,3,36.81,37.06,jerk8_1,j8_13,13);
%datacheck1(15,26,3,3,37.06,37.31,jerk8_1,j8_14,14);
%datacheck1(26,43,3,3,37.31,37.56,jerk8_1,j8_15,15);
%datacheck1(43,48,3,3,37.56,37.81,jerk8_1,j8_16,16);
%datacheck1(48,48,3,3,37.81,38.06,jerk8_1,j8_17,17);
%datacheck1(48,75,3,3,38.06,38.31,jerk8_1,j8_18,18);
%datacheck1(75,92,3,3,38.31,38.56,jerk8_1,j8_19,19);
%datacheck1(92,92,3,3,38.56,38.81,jerk8_1,j8_20,20);
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%macro datacheck3(heading1, heading2, headingp,headingm, mp1, mp2,
jerkN,oput,seg);
proc freq data=thesis.Corrected101sb ;
where

(&mp1<meas2<&mp2

&headingm)<=heading<=(&heading2+&headingp)

and
and

(&heading1HDOP<=3

and

del-

ta_T>0);
tables &jerkN /out=&oput;
run;
data &oput;
set &oput;
segment=&seg;
run;
%mend datacheck3;
TITLE 'NEW DATA';
%datacheck3(272,272,3,3,41.0216121590907,41.2716121590907,jerk8_1,j8_21,
21);
%datacheck3(272,272,3,3,41.2716121590907,41.5216121590907,jerk8_1,j8_22,
22);
%datacheck3(233,272,3,3,41.5216121590907,41.7716121590907,jerk8_1,j8_23,
23);
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%datacheck3(228,233,3,3,41.7716121590907,42.0216121590907,jerk8_1,j8_24,
24);
%datacheck3(228,228,3,3,42.0216121590907,42.2716121590907,jerk8_1,j8_25,
25);
%datacheck3(205,228,3,3,42.2716121590907,42.5216121590907,jerk8_1,j8_26,
26);
%datacheck3(200,205,3,3,42.5216121590907,42.7716121590907,jerk8_1,j8_27,
27);
%datacheck3(195,200,3,3,42.7716121590907,43.0216121590907,jerk8_1,j8_28,
28);
%datacheck3(195,195,3,3,43.0216121590907,43.2716121590907,jerk8_1,j8_29,
29);
%datacheck3(186,195,3,3,43.2716121590907,43.5216121590907,jerk8_1,j8_30,
30);
%datacheck3(186,186,3,3,43.5216121590907,43.7716121590907,jerk8_1,j8_31,
31);
%datacheck3(176,186,3,3,43.7716121590907,44.0216121590907,jerk8_1,j8_32,
32);
%datacheck3(176,198,3,3,44.0216121590907,44.2716121590907,jerk8_1,j8_33,
33);
%datacheck3(198,206,3,3,44.2716121590907,44.5216121590907,jerk8_1,j8_34,
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34);
%datacheck3(206,206,3,3,44.5216121590907,44.7716121590907,jerk8_1,j8_35,
35);
%datacheck3(206,206,3,3,44.7716121590907,45.0216121590907,jerk8_1,j8_36,
36);
%datacheck3(206,206,3,3,45.0216121590907,45.2716121590907,jerk8_1,j8_37,
37);
%datacheck3(182,206,3,3,45.2716121590907,45.5216121590907,jerk8_1,j8_38,
38);
%datacheck3(182,185,3,3,45.5216121590907,45.7716121590907,jerk8_1,j8_39,
39);

/*Create Combined Proc Freq Tables, repeat for each jerk threshold level*/
data work.j11_final;
set j11_1-j11_39;
run;

/*Assign Curve and Weaving Data*/
data thesis.Finaldata_7_30_13;
set thesis.Finaldata_7_30_13;
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if segment1= 1

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 2

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 3

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 4

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 5

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 6

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 7

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 8

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 9

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 10

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 11

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 12

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 13

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 14

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 15

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 16

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 17

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 18

then curve= 1

;
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if segment1= 19

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 20

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 21

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 22

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 23

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 24

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 25

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 26

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 27

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 28

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 29

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 30

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 31

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 32

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 33

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 34

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 35

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 36

then curve= 0

;
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if segment1= 37

then curve= 0

;

if segment1= 38

then curve= 1

;

if segment1= 39

then curve= 1

;

run;
data thesis.Finaldata_7_30_13;
set thesis.Finaldata_7_30_13;
if segment1= 1

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 2

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 3

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 4

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 5

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 6

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 7

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 8

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 9

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 10

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 11

then weaving=

1

;

if segment1= 12

then weaving=

1

;
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if segment1= 13

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 14

then weaving=

1

;

if segment1= 15

then weaving=

1

;

if segment1= 16

then weaving=

1

;

if segment1= 17

then weaving=

1

;

if segment1= 18

then weaving=

1

;

if segment1= 19

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 20

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 21

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 22

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 23

then weaving=

1

;

if segment1= 24

then weaving=

1

;

if segment1= 25

then weaving=

1

;

if segment1= 26

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 27

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 28

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 29

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 30

then weaving=

0

;
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if segment1= 31

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 32

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 33

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 34

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 35

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 36

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 37

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 38

then weaving=

0

;

if segment1= 39

then weaving=

0

;

run;

/*Perform Pearson Correlation Coefficient Analysis, repeat for half mile*/
proc corr data=thesis.Finaldata_7_30_13
pearson
plots=matrix(histogram);
*where segment~=32;
var set2rate j0pct j1pct j3pct j5pct j7pct j9pct j10pct j11pct;
run;
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/*Perform Chi Square Tests, repeat for half mile*/
/*Just Jerk*/
proc genmod data=thesis.Finaldata_7_30_13r;
model set2_count = j1pct_DOP /dist=negbin;
run;
/*Traditional Model*/
proc genmod data=thesis.Finaldata_7_30_13;
model set2_count = curve weaving adt2 /dist=negbin;
run;

/*Traditional Model with Jerk*/
proc genmod data=thesis.Finaldata_7_30_13;
model set2_count = j1pct_DOP curve weaving adt2 /dist=negbin;
run;

/*Jerk and ADT*/
proc genmod data=thesis.Finaldata_7_30_13;
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model set2_count = j1pct_DOP adt2 /dist=negbin;
run;

/*Generate Standard Error Plot for Curves*/
DATA thesis.Finaldata_7_30_13;
SET thesis. Finaldata_7_30_13;
IF Curve=0 THEN Curve2='NO';
IF Curve=1 THEN Curve2='YES';
run;

PATTERN1 COLOR=GRAYCC;
AXIS1 LABEL=(F="ARIAL/BOLD" "J1PCT")
MINOR=NONE;
AXIS2 LABEL=(F="ARIAL/BOLD" "Curve");
TITLE1 'Mean With Error Bars, Version 2';
TITLE2 '(With 95% Confidence Limits)';
PROC GCHART DATA=thesis.Finaldata_7_30_13;
VBAR Curve2 /
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WIDTH=15
TYPE=MEAN
INSIDE=MEAN
ERRORBAR=TOP
CLM=95
SUMVAR=J1PCT_DOP
RAXIS=AXIS1 MAXIS=AXIS2
COUTLINE=BLACK WOUTLINE=1;
RUN;
QUIT;
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